The move towards the Policy-Oriented Web is destined to provide support for policy expression and management in the core web layers. One of the most promising areas that can drive this new technology adoption is e-Society communities. With so much user-generated content being shared by these social networks, there is the real danger that the implicit sharing rules that communities have developed over time will be lost in translation in the new digital communities. This will lead to a corresponding loss in confidence in e-Society sites. The Policy-Oriented Web attempts to turn the implicit into the explicit with a common framework for policy language interoperability and awareness. This paper reports on the policy driving factors from the Social Networks experiences using real-world use cases and scenarios. In particular, the key functions of policy-awareness -for privacy, rights, and identity -will be the driving force that enables the e-Society to appreciate new interoperable policy regimes.
Introduction
The e-Society has been a long term dream that the ICT community, amongst others, have moved towards with new technologies over the past decade. The engagement of citizens in e-Societies has enabled greater participation and opportunities for communities to offer "information commons" [1] for digital interactions. Today, we clearly have this dream realised with Social Networks. Social Networks -via the innovative use of Web 2.0 features -have also taken the ICT community by surprise with such rapid uptake and widespread content sharing.
Social Networks attempt to mimic and support normal society interactions and experiences. In many cases, these seem to be working well, such as keeping friends and family in contact and sharing status information. However, the wide-spread sharing of personal and corporate information within Social Networks (eg photos, documents) have an impact on policy support, such as privacy and rights management decisions. These issues have now become more relevant as Social Networks have empowered the end user to share even more private content with increasing global reach. Additionally, the providers that offer these services have an immense database of personal information at their disposal.
Generally, Social Networks "provide complex and indeterminate mechanisms to specific privacy and other policies for protecting access to personal information, and allow information to be shared that typically would not follow social and professional norms" [2] . There have been numerous attempts to solve this problem in the past but none have been really successful, nor applicable to the Social Networks community. A new approach is required to manage seamless policy interaction for the e-Society masses. The "Policy-Oriented Web" is an emerging idea to bring greater policy management technologies to the core web infrastructure. This will enable polices to interoperate across Social Network service providers.
In this paper we present e-Society use cases from Social Networks to highlight the driver for the adoption of new interoperable policy technologies. We then present an information model for the Policy-Oriented Web and show some example representations. Finally, we look at related works and conclude with how e-Society -via Social Networks -can lead to greater interoperability opportunities for policies across the wider Web.
E-Society Use Case: Social Networks
Social Networks, like FaceBook, Flickr, LinkedIn, Xing, YouTube, and MySpace, have been phenomenally successful. They have achieved this by providing simple yet user empowering features that digitally support the online social experience. In particular, the relative ease of sharing content with close colleagues and friends has driven Social Networks participation. However, this experience can have serious repercussions if the implicit arrangements under which content is shared are not known explicitly, or worse, are not respected.
Two recent examples have highlighted these negative experiences. The first was the use of photographs from Flickr in a commercial advertising program [4] . In this case, the image of a person was used by Virgin Mobile in billboard advertising. They had taken the image from Flickr as the photo owner (the person's friend) had selected a Creative Commons license that allowed commercial usage. This highlighted two issues; understanding the implications of commercial usage, and publishing images of your friends on public websites. The photo owner had assumed that commercial usage may have enabled him to participate in the financial rewards (it didn't). His friend who appeared in the photos also had no idea her image was being used, until it was too late (she was not impressed). The lack of understanding the requirement for "model release" permission in the license policy also contributed to this situation.
The second example involved photos from FaceBook being used by the mainstream media to report on the death of a defence force trooper [5] . The media had used his personal photos from his FaceBook profile -including photos of his familyto print in the national newspapers. At no time did they seek permission to reproduce these images. In some of the media responses to this issue, the assumption was stated that since the photos were on the Internet anyway, they were deemed "public domain" and you could basically do whatever you like with the images with little recourse.
Both of these cases involve sharing of photos on Social Networks and highlight challenges to owners and end users on the right level of respect for use of such content. To investigate this issue further, we looked at the processes for sharing photos on Facebook. Like many Web 2.0 Social Networks, Facebook requires the account owner to certify -implicitly -that they have the right to distribute uploaded photos and that it does not violate the Facebook terms and conditions (see Figure 1 ). The latter is an eight page document of dense 'legal-ese' wording that not only is unlikely to be read by account owners, but rarely would be understood by the layperson.
Fig. 1. FaceBook Photo Upload Certification
Facebook allows you to add photos in named Albums to your account. You can then decide on who can see these photo albums with some simple image privacy controls. Figure 2 shows the options available including; Everyone, My Networks and Friends, Friends of Friends, and Only Friends. However, when you choose the Customize options, additional detailed privacy controls are available (see Figure 3 ). Now you can be very specific, such as indicating which individual friends can see the photo ("Some Friends") and who cannot ("Except These People"). You can also specify specific Networks of friends as well.
At this stage, when an end user -be they public, in your network, or a friend -sees your photo, they have the usual file manipulation controls in their web browser to "Save Image As" to the local disk (see Figure 4 ). Obviously the photo is now out of the reach of Facebook's privacy control mechanisms and can now be forwarded to anyone via email and other means, or printed in national newspapers, or plastered on billboards. So the privacy controls that we had carefully crafted in Facebook are now no longer available outside the domain of this Social Network.
Clearly the reason for this overriding of the Facebook privacy policy is the fact the a standard Web Browser has no knowledge of the policy and any embedded image in a web page can "normally" be saved to local disk. If we could design an enhancement to Facebook -if not all Social Networks -then we would consider a simple mechanism that informs the end user that the photo has some restrictions attached. We don't envisage an "enforcement" mechanism, as this would not be consistent with the ethos of Social Networks, but an "accountability" mechanism would be sufficient and appropriate. This would allow, for example, images to be cached by the browser (for efficiency) but not explicitly saved outside the browser environment. Figure 5 shows a hypothetical dialog that could appear instead of the "Save Image As" dialog (as shown in Figure 4 ). The key point is that this dialog -albeit simpleinforms the end user of the privacy rules pertaining to the image and allows them to honour this (i.e. to cancel the request) or to continue with the file download, but being warned that this may be recorded for accountability purposes.
The image in Figure 4 is a picture of my cat Billie, and she is not too concerned about her image being published on FaceBook. The issue becomes really compounded, as we have already seen, when sharing pictures of your family, friends and Figure 6 shows an example of selecting my colleagues faces in a photo and assigning them to their Facebook identity. (Note that the images and names have be deliberately blurred in Figure 6 to protect their privacy). As with the photo of Billie, this photo can also be downloaded and shared bypassing the Facebook privacy policy. It also poses greater threat as my two colleagues in the photo also do not wish their image to be used for any other purpose than a corporate image of the project team.
Fig. 6. FaceBook -Photo Friends Tagging
However, we do now have the new possibility of checking the individual's policy needs since we have identified all the people in the photo. We could automatically notify each of them and ask if they would allow their friend (ie me) to publish the photo of them in his photo album and under the privacy policy I have designated. For example, I could allow the photo for complete public access, or limited to a network, or my friends. They could then respond based on this. This "policy negotiation" could also be automated to allow quicker responses, based on an individuals own privacy policy.
To summarise, Social Networks, like Facebook and others, have a tremendous opportunity now to look towards simple, yet powerful, policy support to match the community expectations when sharing content. The emerging Policy-Oriented Web can exploit these use cases as the driver to develop new web infrastructure. Future Web 2.0 services can be built upon this new web infrastructure to provide fair and accountable content sharing services.
The Policy-Oriented Web
The Policy-Oriented Web, also sometimes referred to as the Policy-Aware Web, is an emerging field that aims to address the need to manage multiple and conflicting policies in the future distributed service-oriented world. This will increase connectivity across disparate web systems and services as they can achieve a new level of automated interoperability, guided by declarative policies that can adapt to different contexts and environments. In an earlier position paper [6] we outlined the major key strategic challenges posed by the Policy-Oriented Web. This included the need for a unified model that can adequately represent policies. Such a unified model -based on various policy requirements -will capture the core concepts and structures common to all policies. The model should also provide the framework for addressing even deeper policy-specific challenges such as the evaluation, enforcement, and reasoning of policies, and how to deal with inconsistencies across policies.
We have developed a preliminary semantic information model based on the analysis of three types of existing policy languages; privacy, rights, and identity. Specifically, we analysed the P3P [8] , ODRL [7] and XACML [14] languages and reviewed their information features, structures, and relationships to determine the commonalities across these policy languages. These three were chosen as they represent the most used languages for privacy (P3P), rights (ODRL) and access control (XACML). Each lacked the complete structure to be a general policy language on their own. For example, P3P lacks mechanisms to link to multiple parties, ODRL lacks negation, and XACML lacks inheritance.
The resultant Policy information model (shown in Figure 7 ) contains three primary classes that express the policy semantics:
• Action -these are the activities involved in the policy. The related Focus class indicates which aspects of the Action drive the policy, such as "Allow" or "Deny" or "Exclusive". • Resource -these are the resources/content involved in the policy. The related
Target class indicates which aspects of the Resource are relevant to the policy, such as "One" or "Any" or "All". • Party -these are the people and organisations involved in the policy. The related
Role class indicates which role the Party plays in relation to the policy, such as "Licensee" or "Consumer".
These three classes were found to be the core components from the policy languages analysed. Supporting these three classes are the following classes:
• Act -identifies specific acts that can be performed.
• Object -identifies specific entities.
• Function -identifies comparative operators.
A Policy can also include two other classes that modify the behaviour of Actions and Parties:
• Constraint -conditions that will limit an Action of the policy. This can cover a range of options from the fundamental (such as numeric, date ranges, geospatial) to the more complex (such as a particular purpose or domain use). • Obligation -requirements that must be met by a Party in order to satisfy the policy. This can also cover a wide range from the fundamental (such as payment) to the the more complex (such as being tracked for usage). Both the Constraint and Obligation classes are supported by the Operation class. The Operation class links instances of Act, Object, and Function classes to uniquely express the required operation. The Operation will enable reasoning services over policies as it will contain the fundamental data for policy expressions.
We have represented the Policy-Oriented Web Information Model (Figure 7 ) in RDF and RDF Schema (modeled using the Protégé tool). It was quite challenging in converting a typical information model (such as Figure 7 ) and mapping it into an RDF model. It some cases it was not clear how to best represent the information artifact, such as Focus and Deny, into the triple-based model of RDF.
Fig. 7. Policy Information Model
The example RDF Schema snippet below shows the "hasObject" property with "Object" range and domain of "Operation", "Party", and "Resource" classes. We have chosen just RDF and RDF Schema to keep the first iteration of the Policy-Oriented Web as "simple" as possible without over complicating the expression structures. This will be important to meet the technical needs of the Web 2.0 and Social Networks communities. We plan to also use RDFa as another encoding direct into HTML pages.
Others have proposed semantic expression of specific policy languages in the richer OWL language for rights [11, 12] and privacy [13] policies. We envisage the future where use of such advanced semantic web languages will also be supported in the Web 2.0 platform of technologies. In the first iteration of the Policy-Oriented Web, we believe that basing it on the RDF language is the best compromise. The Policy-Oriented Web information model could also be expressed in OWL for more advanced reasoning and ontological features needed by high-end communities. However, this may lead to an unnecessarily complex language and lessen the appeal to the wider communities. Nonetheless, there should be support to extend the language for those requiring these features and this will, at least, guarantee some level of interoperability.
Policy-Oriented Web For E-Society
If we now revisit some of the scenarios presented in Section 2, we can start to see how to apply the Policy-Oriented Web to the specific use cases for Social Networks. In particular, the two use cases of view control over photos, and publishing photos of your friends and colleagues.
View Rights
In this use case, we need to support the ability to define the scope of users who can view the photos in a photo album. Using Facebook, as an example, we need to support:
• all the public, • all or some of your friends, • all or some of your networks, and • disallow one or more friends.
These would be expressed as Constraints in the Policy-Oriented Web model as part of a policy instance. The example below shows the RDF/XML snippet that would express that only people in your "Australia" network can view the photos. 
Friend's Privacy
In this use case, we need to allow your friends and colleagues that appear in your photos the ability to state whether they approve their image being published, including the scope of users who can view the photos. Using Facebook, as an example, we need to support the scenario of a friend tagging them on a photo and allow them to opt-out if they do not agree.
This use case is more complex in that it requires negotiation between the owner of the photo and the friends in the photo. We will not discuss the intricacies of policy negotiation [10] in this paper, but highlight this as a requirement for the future Policy-Oriented Web.
Typically, we would see that users would have a default privacy policy as part of their account profile. This policy would express their preferences on how their image can be used in social network photo albums. Their privacy policy would then be compared to the "view rights policy" that one of their friends is proposing. If there is conflict then this would stop the publication (the default action) and the user may be asked to "consider" the policy and confirm/deny it manually.
For example, the below RDF/XML snippet shows a privacy-policy in which the user has denied viewing (render) for any resources containing their image for any Facebook Network. The same model can be used to deny "public" and "friend" access (with appropriate identifiers from FaceBook). Conversely, if the user was happy to allow access for any network, friend, or public, then the "hasFocus" can simply be changed to "allow".
Toward Interoperability
Returning to the two real-world use cases described in Section 2, both of these should have been avoided with an appropriate policy expression and accountability across Social Networks and platforms. Today, however, even if the correct rights/privacy/access criteria was selected under the controlled Social Network environment, the lack of policy support at the operating system level (including the web browser) hinders policy conformance. This is one of the greatest challenges for the Policy-Oriented Web; to become pervasive across all platforms and Looking back at the Flickr case, a rights policy could express that "Your Friends" in your photo have not given permission for their image to be reproduced (outside this specific Social Network). Figure 8 shows the permissions from Flickr for photos, which includes these constraints. In the FaceBook case, a similar policy could express that the family photos are not reproducible outside of Facebook.
Notice that the fundamental differences between Flickr (Figure 8 ) and FaceBook (Figure 3 ) include some permissions (such as excluding named people and "networks" versus "groups") but are also similar in other respects. This means that at one level interoperability across these two Social Networks is possible if they share (and reuse) some of the core policy constructs. However, if one used "policy:group" and the other defined their own "flickr:family" then there will be some issues to overcome. More significant will be the lack of support for some features (eg exclusion of people) that only one Social Network supports.
The Flickr options (see Figure 8 ) also includes more permissions than just view (render). Specifically, they also allow for "commenting" and "tagging". However, when you look deeper at the Facebook implementation of "view" it does also allow commenting on photos. This implies that if you translate "view" from Flickr to Facebook then you must not allow "commenting" and "tagging", unless they are also specified. This leads to issues of conflict detection across these policies.
For example, this Act:
<p:Act p:hasIdentity="urn:facebook:view"/> is similar to:
<p:Act p:hasIdentity="urn:flickr:view"/> <p:Act p:hasIdentity="urn:flickr:comment"/> <p:Act p:hasIdentity="urn:flickr:tag"/> However, the reverse is not true. These two sets of Acts could be in direct conflict if not used correctly. As they currently stand, the process in determining this conflict may involve prior knowledge, most likely via humans mapping the two core parts of the different policy language ontologies, and building the conflict detection into the software application logic.
The longer term aim is to support services for ontology mappings to help automate this process. Ontology mapping is extremely difficult to generalise but significant research efforts are showing early promises [9] . We see this as a key feature of the Policy-Oriented Web and a future research challenge.
The challenges that lay ahead are for the Social Network communities to develop the common vocabularies (ontologies) for the policy expressions. This will enable a policy in Facebook to be supported in Flickr, for example. A greater challenge is the support in different platforms, like web browsers, to be aware that policies are attached to content. This is the long term goal of the Policy-Oriented Web.
Related Work
Requirements for any new area of work are always important. A number of research goals in the area of semantic policies include [15] :
• lightweight knowledge representation to reduce the effort for policy-oriented frameworks for specific communities, • incorporation of controlled natural language syntax for expressing policy rules, and a • relaxed cooperative policy enforcement regime to not discourage users.
Others [16] indicate that the primary requirement is viewing policies from the privacy and business perspective so as to enable compatibility across the enterprise. Previous international workshops on the Semantic Policies [17] [18] presented many papers on emerging requirements for the policy-oriented web, including trust and negotiation mechanisms. However, very few deal with e-Society and Social Networks as the driver and consider the policy requirements from that context.
There are some efforts now appearing on an initial functional architecture for the policy-oriented web. These include the three basic capabilities of [19] :
• policy transaction logs to enable the assessment of past policy decisions, either in real-time or for post-processing, • policy language framework that enables a shared policy vocabulary to evolve over time from overlapping communities on the web, and • policy reasoning tools to enable polices to be evaluated and decisions made to assist the user.
There is also relevant work on privacy and identity management in the PRIME Project [20] and POEM Project [35] that has developed detailed enterprise architectures that could be generalised to support policy management tasks within a Social Networks context. Some frameworks [21] are grounded on XML technology and define architectures consisting of policy management tools, policy databases, policy decision points, and policy enforcement points. Others follow this idea and extend the policy architecture based on a role-based access control model [22] or view-based access control [23] and a trading services model [24] . Frameworks also classify policies into high-level and low-level [25] to reflect and support different enforcement capabilities.
There is a significant body of work that reviews and compares different Privacy languages (such as as EPAL, P3P, XACML) and supporting frameworks [13] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Their general conclusion is that a common approach in the future will simplify policy analysis and reduce inconsistencies and promote policy reuse across communities and enhance such policy protection on the web. We have found that our Policy information model (see Figure 8 ) moves towards this goal, and provides more relevant policy-semantics (over existing languages) to express such policies. For example, Parties and roles, and dual-focus Actions provide clearer semantic and functions more relevant to Social Network requirements.
The application of semantic web technologies to structured policy languages (eg XACML) has shown how its expressive power can easily accommodate such transformation and extensions but highlight several aspects for future research [30] and specific needs for a policy language for defining security requirements [31] .
Investigation of privacy support in Social Networks has found that third-party access to user information (eg via open APIs such as OpenSocial) as potentially compromising [32] to users as the conformance to the user's policy is solely at the discretion of the third-party. Others found that the user model used for Privacy is not consistent with what is implemented by the Social Network providers [33] nor the way a user's privacy decisions are based on the relationship with the provider as well as other individuals [34] .
We have also been working on extending the ODRL rights expression language [36] to accommodate more general policy features. We expect that this will be the basic model that could be widely deployed given its success in the mobile community.
Conclusion
We have seen that Social Networks have become an "overnight" phenomenonbacked up by Web 2.0 technologies -and provide rich user experiences. We have also shown that some of these experiences are not socially (or legally) acceptable. This is a golden opportunity for the Policy-Oriented Web to play a more significant role in the e-Society. The core area would be to better express the semantics of policies covering the access to user-generated content, and users personal preferences.
We have also defined the basis for a flexible information model that can underpin the Policy-Oriented Web and promote it as a new platform that will enable pervasive policy management across Web 2.0. We have shown some examples of applying the Policy-Oriented Web language to some use cases from real issues dealing with Social Networks. The current model is not complete and we expect that there will be a number of enhancements that can be applied to this preliminary semantic model with additional use cases, but the key idea is that we can begin to articulate the core concepts, classes, and relationships for a policy language framework. Future research areas will include policy conflict detection and accountability.
These are just the first steps in bringing policy-supportive technologies to the e-Society communities. These communities thrive on "simple" technologies that address their needs. The Policy-Oriented Web -as a semantic policy platform -will need to be integrated into the Web 2.0 style of technologies. This means more work is needed on the user interfaces for policy interactions and the integration with existing Web 2.0 platforms and deployment technologies. The end result should see the Policy-Oriented Web supporting more of the e-Society needs and evolving into a more user-focussed technology platform.
